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As the nature of work continues to evolve, how people 

use storage and what they store is changing. Beside 

storage suits the needs of individuals through extensive 

personalization, while fulfilling the needs of organizations 

seeking to utilize space efficiently. Beside storage-based 

planning capitalizes on vertical space to maximize the 

workspace footprint.  

Expand the 
Possibilities



Truly Personal Storage
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Integrate color to convey your brand, personalize workstations, and facilitate wayfinding. 

Keep everything well organized and where you need it—in sight, in reach, or concealed  

and secure. Seamlessly incorporate Reside® desking and Belong™ accessories to help people  

make Beside storage their own.
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Accessorize the Workspace

Slotted supports allow light to permeate  
while providing the accessories people need. 
Choose clean and simple work tools, such as  
paper trays, tool cups, and hanging sorters. 
Incorporate technology tools, such as LED  
lights and worksurface-height power taps. 



Give People Control

A customizable solution for object-based 
storage, Beside Storage Pantry is available in 
a range of dimensions, optimizing real estate 
while giving people choice. A pull-out drawer 
provides privacy. Personalize with color, Belong 
work tools, and markerboards—everything 
from shelving and drawers to coat storage. 
It also has optional USB power modules.
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Draw People In
Beside storage portrays a warm, inviting workspace while offering endless planning options 

in a cohesive design. Mixed-material construction and the ability to add color with stanchions 

create interest across the office landscape. Bases and hutches in a variety of widths, heights, and 

configurations allow the environment to match user needs, while creating a varied topography. 



Draw People In
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adaptable
boundaries
Storage-based planning takes versatility to a new level, removing the need for panels.  

Beside doubles as an architectural element that can delineate or divide space by altering 

elevation to support collaboration. Porous boundaries balance individual privacy with  

visual connectedness. Foster team interaction with an open hutch or provide privacy  

with a partially or fully enclosed hutch.
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adaptable
boundaries
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More Space with Less
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Beside storage helps organizations do more with less by optimizing vertical space in compressed 

footprints. Smart configurations take advantage of all available space without intruding on the  

already compact footprint, of fering up to 15 percent in space savings compared to a traditional  

panel-based system.
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Ultimate
Flexibility
Part of Haworth’s Integrated Palette™—a collection of product  

platforms that work together—Beside is a cohesive storage-based 

system with diverse application. It ’s responsive to today’s workplace 

needs while providing the assurance that your space will adapt as  

your organization evolves. 
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For more information call 800.344.2600 or 616.393.3000.
Download additional copies at haworth.com

This brochure is printed on FSC® certified U2®:XG™ paper, 
manufactured with electricity in the form of renewable 
energy (wind, hydro, biogas) and contains a minimum 
of 20% post-consumer recovered fiber. FSC is a global 
benchmark for responsible forest management. 
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